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(ABSTRACT)

The introduction of composite materials and the ability to tailor these materials to

U\ improve aerodynamic and structural performance is having a distinct effect upon

aircraft design. ln order to optimize the efficiency of the design procedure, a design

process which is more integrated than the traditional approach is required. Currently

the utilization of such design procedures produces enormous computational costs.

An ongoing effort to reduce these costs is the development of efficient methods for

cross-disciplinary sensitivities and approximate optimization techniques.

The present research concentrates on investigating the integrated design

optimization of a subsonic, forward-swept transport wing. A modular sensitivity

approach for calculating the cross—sensitivity derivatives is employed. These

derivatives are then used to guide the optimization process. The optimization

process employed is an approximate technique due to the complexity ofthe analysis

procedures. These optimization results are presented and the impact of the modular

technique is discussed.
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Nomenclature

A Aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix ~
A' Derivative of A matrix
b/2 Wing half-span
C, Coefficient of lift
C, Section lift coefficient

C,,,_, Drag coefficient for fuselage and tail
C,,_/C Drag coefficient for reference aircraft
CDM Coefficient of induced drag at oc = O
CDV, Coefficient of viscous drag at oc = O
C„,_„ lnfluence coefficient vector at point m induced by I”„

c' Thrust specific fuel consumption
C, Pressure coefficient (compressible)
C', Pressure coefficient (incompressible)
CD Drag coefficient
C'„ Drag coefficient (incompressible)
C', Lift coefficient (incompressible)
D, lnduced drag on ith panel
Dm Drag at optimum altitude
D Drag .
F,, Rigid wing vertical forces at load set nodes
F, Force vector on panel i
F, Vertical forces at load set nodes
F, Vertical aerodynamic forces

Nomenclature viii
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F, Gravitational and inertial load forces
g, Design constraints
J Jacobian matrix
L, Lift on ith panel
L, Section lift force
L Lift

M,, Freestream Mach number
NTP Number of aerodynamic panels
NDV Number of design variables

n Load factor
p Design parameters (also design variables)
q Dynamic pressure
q,, Divergence dynamic pressure
q„, Dynamic pressure at optimum altitude
R Incremental aerodynamic force vector
R, Calculated range
R,,, Reference aircraft range
S„ Wing area
S, Wing section area
S' Derivative of S matrix with respect to p
S Flexibility matrix
T Boolean transformation matrix
U Displacement vector

U_,, Freestream velocity
l

VW, Velocity vector at point m induced by I",
V Velocity vector (induced + freestream)

V,„,, lnduced velocity vector
V, Velocity vector on panel i
V, Wing volume
V,,, Reference aircraft wing volume
V, Cruise velocity
W, Aircraft standard empty weight
WU, Usable fuel weight
WG Gross weight
W, Aircraft standard empty weight
W, Payload weight

Nomenclatura IX
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WRS Reference aircraft standard empty weight
WRW Reference aircraft wing weight
WW Wing weight
Wo Design weight

x,y,z Compressible coordinates
x', y', z' Incompressible coordinates

oz Angle of attack
oc, Rigid angle of attack
F Vortex strength
F, Vorticity vector on ith panel
cp Slope of mean camber surface in x—z plane
ip Slope of mean camber surface in y·z plane
p Freestream density
6 Structural vertical displacements
11 Structural weight savings factor

l
C-!} Velocity potential vector
<D Velocity potential (compressible regime)
<D’ Velocity potential (incompressible regime)

Nomenclature x



1.0 Introduction

At the heart of any integrated engineering design problem is the need for

effective coordination and communication between the various engineering

disciplines involved. Traditionally these different disciplines interact mainly during

the preliminary design phase or in crisis situations. Until recently, aircraft design

procedures were for the most part performed in a sequential manner. The

aerodynamicist would first design a wing for optimum shape. The structural analysts

would then design an internal structure for minimum weight. Now however, the

versatility of composite materials requires the integration of the different disciplines

throughout the design process. Composite materials can be tailored to improve the

aerodynamic and structural performance of an aircraft giving rise to the need for an

integrated muIti—discipIinary design process. For example, consider the Grumman

X-29A forward-swept-wing fighter. Because a metal wing has a destabilizing

bending-twisting coupling, composite materials were used and tailored to produce

favorable bending-twisting coupling, The use of composite materials to control the

aeroelastic response of and improve the performance of an aircraft is known as

aeroelastic tailoring. Using this in conjunction with an integrated

Introduction 1



aerodynamic-structural design process provides aircraft designers with a powerful

tool which can be used for controlling aeroelastic phenomena such as flutter and

wing divergence (Ref. 1 and 2).

Integration in the traditional design approach was limited primarily due to the

nature ofthe metal materials used and the enormous computational costs associated

with integrated design. These costs arise from the sophisticated models used by the

structural and aerodynamic analysts. For the integrated design method to be

practical, efficient methods for cross—discipIlnary sensitivities and optimization

procedures are necessary.

Past research at this university, focused on the integrated design of a high aspect «

ratio sailplane wing. The sailplane mission of circling flight in a thermal followed by

cross-country cruise was used to illustrate the advantages of the integrated design

process. The use of the simple analysis methods of lifting-line theory for the

aerodynamics and beam theory for the structural analysis made it feasible to

calculate all of the aerodynamic and structural sensitivity derivatives directly at each

step of the optimization process. The results of this work demonstrated that the
I

~ integrated design process produces wing designs superior to those obtained by the

traditional sequential design approach (Ref. 3).

The next step of the integrated wing design study still used the sailplane as a

model but employed analysis methods which are more representative of design

methods used for low speed aircraft wing design. The use of the vortex-lattice

method for the aerodynamic analysis and a structural finite-element method

— introduced complexities involving the need for more independent design variables

and constraints, and were substantially more expensive than previous design

procedures. By incorporating perturbation methods for cross-sensitivity derivatives

Introduction 2
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and using approximate optimization techniques, an estimated 10 hours of IBM 3090

CPU time was reduced to less than 10 minutes (Ref. 4).

The present research is part of the ongoing integrated wing design project and

focuses on a forward—swept wing for a subsonic transport aircraft. The vortex-lattice

method and a structural finite-element method are still considered. However, the use

of an aeroelastic analysis which is more refined than that which was employed in the

sailplane design produces additional computational costs. The reduction of these

costs is pursued using

1. efficient methods for cross·sensitivity calculation ; and A

2. approximate optimization techniques.

The sensitivity calculation is based on a modular sensitivity method (Ref. 5).

Using this approach, the system is divided into a sequence of interacting "black

boxes" each of which represents a specific design discipline. Decomposition of the

system into a multilevel approach preserves discipline independence for the system

optimization problem (Ref. 6). The modular approach allows for the calculation of

sensitivity derivatives with a higher accuracy and generally, at a lower cost than finite

differencing. The system sensitivities are used to guide an optimization and a

Newton’s method solution of the coupled interdisciplinary equations describing the

system. Also, using the modular approach, the aeroelastic sensitivities can be

computed without the expensive calculations of the derivatives of the aerodynamic

influence coefficient matrix and the flexibility matrix. The calculation. of these

derivatives represents a substantial amount of the computational costs associated

with the integrated design process in reference 4.
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The objective of this research is to investigate the use of a modular sensitivity

analysis method to effectively and efficiently calculate cross-disciplinary sensitivities

used to guide an approximate optimization procedure. A sufficlent number of wing

design parameters has been chosen to provide an accurate investigation of the

modular sensitivity approach. However, the use of these relatively few design

parameters yieids simplified optimization results.

Chapter 2 presents the aerodynamic and structural models and a discussion of

the aerodynamic analysis method used for the wing design. The aeroelastic

analysis/sensitivity method is given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 outlines the wing

optimization process and presents a discussion of the design results. Finally,

concluding remarks about the analysis method are presented in Chapter 5.
l
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2.0 Forward-Swept Wing Transport

A forward-swept wing is chosen for the integrated design study in order to fully
l

utilize the strong aerodynamic/structural interactions associated with this type of

wing to guide the design process. The choice of a forward-swept wing also provides

favorable conditions for using a natural laminar flow airfoil. In addition, because of

the increased complexity of the analysis for transonic flow, subsonic flow with Mach

number of about 0.5 is chosen as the design condition.

The mission of the forward-swept wing transport consists of two flight conditions.

The first is constant altitude cruise and the aerodynamic performance is based on this

portion of the the mission. The second phase of the mission is a 2.5g pull-up

maneuver. The analysis during the maneuver is performed to evaluate the design

constraints of maximum stress and strain imposed on the wing structure and the wing

divergence constraint.

The design objective is to minimize the gross weight of the aircraft. This is

pursued by reducing the wing weight which allows for weight reductions in other

structural components. The reduced structural weight ofthe aircraft can then be used

for increasing the aircraft’s range or payload capacity.

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 5



2.1 Aerodynamic Model

The planform of the forward-swept transport wing is shown in figure 1. The six

design parameters represent the planform design variables. Two other aerodynamic

design variables are the twist angles at the break and tip. The twist schedule of the

wing is modeled linearly continuous from root to tip. The airfoil section, for all

spanwise stations, is a natural Iaminar flow airfoil designated as the HSNLF(1)-0213

described in reference 7 and shown in figure 2. The airfoil is designed for a Mach

number of 0.7 and a lift coefficient of 0.2. Substantial wind tunnel test data is

presented in reference 7. The aerodynamic analysis for the wing is based on the
T

vortex-lattice method discussed in section 2.3. A total of 120 aerodynamic panels (12

spanwise, 10 chordwise) are used to model the wing. The 120 panel scheme has

proven to provide suitable accuracy at reasonable computational cost.

2.2 Structural Model

The finite element model of the forward-swept transport wing is shown in figure

3. The model has 534 degrees of freedom and 1093 elements. There are 684

anisotropic triangular membrane elements to model the graphite/epoxy wing skins

which are stacked up of O°,:i: 45°, and 90° plies with the 0° direction being a design

variable. 138 shear web elements model the spar webs. The remaining elements

are truss elements which model the spar caps, the vertical stiffness of the ribs and

spars, and provide a crude model of the leading/trailing edge structure. The leading

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 6
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and trailing edge truss elements are used for transferring the aerodynamic Ioads to

~ the wing box. A more detailed discussion of the wing structure is given in reference

8.

2.3 Aerodynamic Formulation y

The vortex-lattice method is a panel method used to compute the forces on a thin

swept wing assuming steady, inviscid, irrotational, and incompressible flow. The A
continuous distribution of vorticity on the wing is modeled by a distinct number of

discrete horseshoe vortices located on a finite number of panels into which the wing

is divided. The strengths of these individual vortices determine the forces acting on

each panel. Ultimately, the total lift, drag and their corresponding coefficients may

be found.

On the wing there is a spanwise distribution in the lift force. As a result of this I

. distribution air on the upper surface of the wing flows inward toward the root.

Similarly, air on the lower surface flows outward toward the tip. The differences

between the spanwise velocity components on the upper and lower surfaces of the

wing will cause the air to roll up into small vortices distributed spanwise at the

trailing edge. These small vortices roll up into two large vortices at the wing tips.

At this point it is customary to make two assumptions. First that these vortices form

an infinltesimally thin surface of discontinuity known as the vortex sheet; and second

- that this sheet remains flat and extends downstream to infinity parallel to the x—axis.

Since the wing is of small Iateral thickness, the vortex Iattice panels are located

on the mean camber surface. Thus, the vortices may beconsidered to be bound to

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 7
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the wing along the mean camber surface and when they leave the wing, they

generally follow a curved path. Consistent with the usual thin wing assumptions

employed in the vortex-Iattice method, suitable accuracy can be obtained assuming

straight-line trailing vortices. Applying the flow tangency boundary condition at each

panel results in a system of equations which may be solved for the unknown

individual vortex strengths. Each panel has associated with it a control point at which

the flow tangency boundary condition is applied. Following the development in Bertin

and Smith (Ref. 9), the vortex is bound at the quarter·chord location of the panel and

the control point is located at the three-quarter-chord location as shown in figure 4.

The velocity induced at a point by a vortex filament of strength F and a length

df is given by the Biot-Savart law as
_

dv = räggü- (1)
4r:r

in which r is the distance from the point to the vortex filament. The magnitude of the

induced velocity is given as

dv = Fd/r sln 8 = Fd/sgn 8 (2)
4rzr 41zr

Referring to figure 5, r = r„/ sin 0 and df = r„( cscz 6)d8. Let
AFB

represent the vortex

segment with the vorticity vector dlrected from A to B. Let point C be the point which

ls the distance rp dlrected normally away from segment AFB. lntegrating between

points A and B givesV

= -—I;·‘V2sin 8d6 = l--(cos 91 — cos 82) (3)41zrp 91 4rcrp

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 8
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Also from figure 5, r„= IF,><F2I/r,,, cos 9,=F,,—F,/r,,r, , cos 0,=F,,-F2/r,,r, and the

direction of the induced velocity is given by F, >< F,/IF, >< FZI . Thus,

" l" VV1 XFV2 —· VV1 VV2
V= ——_+r-Er-(·— — —)] (4)4rr O V1 V2

Figure 6 shows a typicai nth horseshoe vortex on the starboard wing (y>0) for

example with filaments
AFD, AFB,

and
BFC

and control point p with coordinates (x,y,z).

The position vectors Fo, F,, and F, for vortex filament AFB are

Fo = (X2n — X1n)! + (Y2n — Y1n)I + (Z2n - Z1n)IX

.— /} /\V1 = (>< — X1n)! + (v — Y1n)I + (Z — Z1„)!< (5)

V2 = (X — x2n)I ·I· (Y — Y2n)I + (Z " Z2n)k

Substituting these vectors into equation (4) and performing the vector algebra yields

an expression for the induced velocity, FAB . Similarly to caiculate the induced

velocity produced by the vortex filament DFA, the three position vectors are

—— 4V0 = (X1n " Xen)!

...• /\ri = (>< — Xen)! + (v — v1„)1 + (Z — Z1„)!< (5)

F2 = (>< — xn)! + (v — v1„)i + (z —— Z1„)!<

Substituting into equation (4) and Ietting x,„ go to infinity, the induced velocity YAM is

found. The induced velocity from the vortex filament which extends from point B to

infinity, Yam , is found in the same manner. The induced velocity at the mth control

point p(x,„ y„,z„,) from the nth horseshoe vortex is then I
° I I

I

Forward·Swept Vlhng Transport 9 I
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Vm,n = VAB + VAOO + VB¤o (7)

where C is a matrix of influence coefficients representing the induced velocities at the

control points.

The total induced velocity at the mth control point is the vector sum of the

induced velocities from all ofthe horseshoe vortices on both the starboard (y > 0) and

port (y < O) wings. The induced velocity from the nth vortex on the port wing is found

in exactly the manner as for the starboard wing with the vortex coordinates

interchanged (l.e. x,„ and x2„ are interchanged, etc.), Flow disturbances created by

the fuselage are ignored. For a total of 2N panels, N on both the starboard andportwings,

the velocities induced by the horseshoe vortices on the mth control point is
2N

Vm,n (8)
I'1=‘l

Once the vortex strengths are known, the induced velocity at the control points

and hence the forces acting on the wing may be calculated. The vortex strengths are

found by applying the flow tangency boundary condition on the mean camber surface

of the wing. This boundary condition is

VG = 0 (0)

where Ü represents the freestream velocity, Um, plus the induced velocity and n is the

unit normal to the mean camber surface. For an angle of attack oz, the freestream

velocity is

Um = Um cos oci —l— Um sin ak (10)

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 10



The induced velocity is written as

(find = Vj + vß + vzß (11)

Let the mean camber surface be represented by the function

Z = F(><„v) (12)

or

f(x,y,z) = z — F(x,y) = 0 (13)

Therefore, .

ß=vr=R-ät-gg? (14)

The boundary condition is thus

Uwsinoc— Uoocosoz-gg: (15)

Let da be the slope of the mean camber surface in the x-z plane and ab be the slope

in the y-z plane. Equation (15) can be rewritten as

Uwsina— Uoocoscxtanqö +Vz—VXtanqS—Vytaniß=0 (16)

or by rearranging, the boundary condition becomes

Vzcosrbcosqß - Vxsincbcos •/1 — Vycosebsiniß = —-UOosin(oc—d>)cos n/1 (17)

This equation combined with equation (8) yields a linear system of equations in the

form

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 11
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1

X ci: = v (18)

where Ü is a vector representing the normal component of the freestream velocity at

each control point. The system of equatlons can now be solved for the unknown

vortex strengths,
I“„

.

2.4 Lift and Drag

The lift and induced drag forces acting on the wing are determined from the
V

vortex strengths using the Kutta—Joukowski theorem. The force per unit width on the

ith panel is

Ei = PQ: X Fi (19)

where Ii, is the vorticity vector on the ith panel. The velocity is written as 4

r Ü, = (Um cosoi (Um sinoi + w,)k (20)

in which u,, v,, and w, are the components ofthe induced velocity on panel i. The lift

and induced drag on the panel which act perpendicular and parallel to the onset flow

respectively are

L, = (FZ,coscx — FX, sin oc)Ay, (21)

· D, = (FZ,sina + FX, cos oc)Ay, (22)

Using the symmetry of the flow, the lift acting on the wing is

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 12
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b/2l- = 2) ßU„V(v)dv (23)
O

ln terms of the finite element panels, the lift is

N N
L = 2pUwZFnAyn = ZZL, (24)

[1:1 I°l=1

After having determined the lift and drag forces on the wing, their corresponding

coefficients may then be found. The coefficient of lift is

LC = : 25L QSW ( )

where q is the dynamic pressure and S„ is the wing area. The section lift coefficient

defined to be the lift coefficient for a chordwise strip of finite element panels is

similarly given as

C .. ...lE.. (26)qss

where L, is the sum of the individual panel lift forces of the chordwise strip and S, is

the strip area. The section lift coefficient is used in determining the viscous drag of

the wing.
’

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 13
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2.5 Viscous Drag

The viscous drag of the wing is determined using the section lift coefficients and

the drag polar shown in figure 2. The drag coefficient is assumed to be constant on

a wing section. Hence a viscous drag for each section may be found. The total

viscous drag is the sum of the section viscous drag forces.

The viscous drag from the fuselage and tail is assu med to be constant. The drag

coefficient for the entire aircraft has been obtained for a given reference aircraft (see

table 1). The drag coefficient for the fuselage and tail, C„,_,, is found by _

Com = Cow — Com — Cow, (27)

in which is the total drag coefficient for the reference aircraft at zero angle of

attack, Cow is the coefficient of induced drag for the wing at zero angle of attack, and

Cow is the viscous drag coefficient for the wing at zero angle of attack.

2.6 Compressibility Correction

The compressibility effects on the wing are determined by using a Gothert

transformation. This transformation can be derived beginning with the linearized

velocity potential equation,

ß2<DXx + <Dyy + <DH = O (28)

Forward·Swept Vlhng Transport 14



where . The flow tangency boundary condition is obtained as follows.

Let the velocity field Ü be given as

Ü = Um + (T) = (Um cosoz -l- -l— (Vw sinoc + <DZ)k (29)

and let F(x,y,z) =O represent the mean camber line ofthe wing. Thus, the unit normal

to the surface is

(30)

The flow tangency boundary condition is then

Ü-”n=0=(Umcos0t+<Dx)g% +(Umsincx+<I>Z)-%- (31)

Assuming small angle of attack and that <D„< < Um the boundary condition is

umg- + mfg-? + (ume + = 0 (32)

Let the primed quantities represent the incompressible flow over a modified wing

with mean camber surface F’(x', y', z') = 0. The incompressible coordinates and

velocity potential are transformed from the compressible regime as

x’=c1x, y’=c2y, z’=c3z, <D’=c4<I> (33)

The transformed linearized velocity potential equation is

ß2ä-<I>’X„x,
+ -ä—<I>'y„y„ + ému. = 0 (34)

This defines a relationship between c,, cz, and c, as

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 15
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ß<>« = @2 = Ca (35)

The transformed boundary condition is

cU—ü+i<D’ä+(cUen+—€§-<D')£=O (36)1 °° öx’ C4 V, öy' 3 °° C4 Z1 öz'

For c, = 1, cz = c, = ß the boundary condition is

er ßz 6i=' ßz 6i='

ULettingc,= ßz and ßen = en' , equation (37) becomes

öF' öF' öF’
LJ I ’t_____

U I I iOOÖX, +<Dy öy, +(0Oen +<I>Z)ÖZ, 0 (38)

By comparison to the compressible flow boundary condition, this is exactly the

boundary condition of the incompressible flow on the surface F'. Therefore, to use

the vortex-lattice method to determine the forces acting on the wing, the x, y, and z

coordinates and the angle of attack, en, are first transformed according to

X'=X,y'=ßy,Z'=ßZ,0c'=ß0t (39)

We may then proceed with the solution as though the problem is an incompressible

one.

In order to extend the force calculations from the incompressible to the

compressible flow field, the linearized pressure coefficient is used. The linearized

pressure coefficient for potential flow is

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 16



cp = (40)
Uoo

Transforming this gives

2 C1 , 2 1 ,

or

C'p
Cp = (42)

Since the lift and drag forces result from the integration of the pressure distribution

over the surface of the wing, the incompressibIe—compressible relation for those

coefficients is

C’L C’D
C,_=——,CD=i. (43)42 42

Forward-Swept Wing Transport 17
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3.0 Aeroelastic Analysis

The coupling between the aerodynamic Ioads on the wing and the resulting
l

associated structural deformations form the basis for the aeroelastic analysis. ln

order to simplify this analysis several assumptions must be made. First it is assumed

that the effect of the aerodynamic Ioads may be lumped at n, specified structural

nodes known as the load set. Next it is assumed that only the vertical forces on the

wing produce structural deformation and that the response of the aircraft affects the

wing only through the root angle of attack. Finally, it is assu med that the effect of the

structural deformation upon the aerodynamic response may be modeled by vertical

displacements at the load set.

The aerodynamic forces are calculated using the formulation described in section

2.3. The vertical aerodynamic forces located on the vortex lattice panels, F,, are

grouped at the load set by

Fa = EFZ = f1(p,cx, 8) (44)

in which F, is the vector of the vertical forces of length n, , and E is a transformation

matrix. F, is a function of the design parameters p, angle of attack oc, and the

Aeroelastic Analysis 18
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structural vertical displacements 6. The transformation matrix is determined by the

equilibrium equatlons

Vli NTP
2Fal = 2Fzj
l=’l ]=1

VII NTP
ZEN- xi = ZEN- xi (45)
l='l j='l

ni NTP

ZFai‘ Yi = ZFzj° Yj ,
l=‘l j=1

where NTP is the number of aerodynamic panels on the wing. Each vertical force F,i

is distributed to three nearby and surrounding load set nodes by using the previous

equilibrium equations. The three load set nodes form a triangle which encompasses

the aerodynamic node j as illustrated in figure 7. This is vital to the physical aspect

of the modeling. Ifthe aerodynamic node were to lie outside of the triangular region,

there would be a negative or downward contribution of the force from nodej onto the

load set nodes. For aerodynamic nodes which happen to lie on a boundary of two

triangular regions, the one with the load set nodes closest to the aerodynamic point

is used.

The angle of attack is obtained from the aircraft vertical equilibrium equation

f2(p,9) = ‘/2nW — NTFa = O (46)

in which n is the load factor (1.0 for cruise, 2.5 for maneuver), W is the weight of the

aircraft, and N is a summation vector.

Aeroelastic Analysis 19
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The vertical displacements at the load set are caicuiated by finlte element

analysis using a modification of the WlDO\/VAC program (Ref. 10). First the nodal

displacement vector U is found by solving

K(¤)U = TF. + ¤Fi(p) (47)

where K is the stiffness matrix, T is a Boolean matrix which expands F, to the full set

of structural degrees of freedom, and F, is the gravitationai and inertial load vector.

The stresses and strains are then caicuiated from the displacement vector, U. The

vertical displacements, 6, are extracted from U by

6 = rlu

(48)Thesetwo equation are combined to give

9 = f3(r>.F..) (49)

3.1 SolutionProcedureEquations

(44), (46), and (49) are a set of nonlinear coupled equations for the

vertical aerodynamlc Ioads, F,, the wing root angle of attack, oc, and the vertical

structural displacements, 6 . For the analysis problem, the design variables p are

given. Reference (5) presents a modular sensitivity analysis of such coupled

interdisciplinary equations. In this modular approach the individual discipline

analysis procedures are treated in a "black box" fashion. These procedures do not

need to be changed in the integration procedure. A similar approach is employed for
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the sensitivity analysis with f, representing the aerodynamic black box, and f,

representing the structural black box. The same approach is employed for the

solution of the system via Newton’s method.

Given an initial estimate for the solution F2, oz° , 8° to the coupled nonlinear system

of equations, Newton’s method is used to improve that estimate. The iterative

process can be written as

JAY = Af (50)

where

AFaAY ={ Atx (51)
A6

and

mp. ¤=°, @°> — F2Af = { f2(¤, Fg) (52)

and the Jacobian J is

I —öf„ -6f, I R AÖoz Ö8 q CI

= ———·—— O O = N O O 53‘I ar, I I
—— 0 l —S 0 löFa

In the Jacobian, q is the dynamic pressure, R is the incremental aerodynamic force

vector with components r,, A is the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix with
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components ai, , and S is the flexibility matrix with components si,. The lncremental

aerodynamic force vector is defined such that qri represents the change in vertical

force at load set node l, Fi,. due to a unit change in angle of attack, oc. The

aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix is defined such that qaii is the change in Fii,

due to a unit vertical displacement at load set node j, 9,. Similarly the flexibility matrix

element, si, , is the change in 9, due to a unit change in Fa,.

Partial solution of equation (50) gives the following three equations for the

increments A9, Aix, AF„:

· SR(I —qSA)A9 = SBAfi —l— -—;-— Af? —l— Afg (54)
N R _

mg — NTAf, — qNTAA9
A0: = 6 (55)

qN R

AFa = Af, + qRAo¤ + qAA9 (56)

where B is defined as I
- teen - Ä? (57)

N R

and A';. BA.

For the transport design, the initial estimate is a rigid wing approximation

FZ = F„, o(° = oc, , and 9** = 0, where

Far (58)

*/ nVI/ — f (p,0,0)ot. = ¢———%——— (59)
qN R
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F„ is the rigid force approximated by a linear extension in oz from the base condition

of zero angle of attack and no structural deformation. oz, is the rigid angle of attack.

A single Newton’s iteration from this point is executed to approximate the flexible

wing response.

3.2 Aeroelastic Divergence

The aeroelastic divergence instability is calculated at a fixed angle of attack

because it is assu med that the pilot does not react fast enough to change the angle

of attack as the wing diverges. This is characterized by

I — A AFQ ° = 0 (60)
-8 I AG

which is a homogeneous solution to equation (50). This is recognized as an

eigenvalue problem for q. The lowest eigenvalue is the divergence dynamic

pressure, qD. Equation (60) can be reduced to a standard linear eigenproblem by

substituting the second equation into the first to yield

(A8 —%I)AFa = 0 (61)

The solution to equation (60) is denoted as {Fw, GD}' and is given as

I - A F
-8 I GD
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This eigenvalue problem also has a left eigenvector {FIL , 0[} and the solution is given

as

l —q A{i=§L,0[}[ D ]= 0 (6:2)—S l

3.3 Aeroelastic Sensitivities

lt is common practice to follow the procedure described in section 3.1 and use _

a single Newton’s iteration in the flexible wing analysis. Then for the integrated

design problem in which derivatives with respect to a design parameter p are

required, equations (54), (55), and (56) are differentiated with respect to p (e.g. Ref.

4). This approach requires the derivatives of the A and S matrices which is

computationally expensive. instead, the method of reference 5 is followed and

equations (44), (46), and (49) are differentiated with respect to p to give

JY’ = f' (64)

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to p. Thus, Y' is
F’a

Y' = { oc' } (65)
Ü!

and f' is
f’1

f' = { f'2 } (66)
f,3
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The Jacobian matrix J in equation (64) is the same matrix utilized in the analysis in

equation (50). Equation (64) can be partially solved to yield

* I I I I(I—qSA)8 =SBf(-l——T—f2-l-f3 (67)
N R

2 f,2 — NTV, — qNTA6’
ot = (68)

qN R

F'a =
f’1

+ qR0(’ -l- qA8' (69)

This method does not require any derivatives of the A and S matrices, but only partial

derivatives of f„, f2, and f, . For example, f', denotes the derivative of F, with respect

to a design parameter when oc and 8 are fixed.

By contrast, the more traditional approach (e.g. Ref. 4) to the derivative

calculation is obtained by differentiating the aeroelastic analysis equations, such as

equations (54) to (56) with respect to p. For example, consider the derivative of

equation (54) with respect to p

(I —qSA')A8’ = qS'A'A8 + qSA'BA8 +qSABA6 -l- S'BAf„

+s6'm, + sem, N2 (70)
N R N R

SR I I-l- -l- AT3

This complicated expression can be shown to be equivalent to equation (67). Thus,

the traditional approach requires the expensive calculation of the derivatives of both

the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix A' and the flexibility matrix S' .
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To find the derivative of the divergence dynamic pressure q„ with respect to a

design parameter p, equation (60) is differentiated giving

I (- q A)’ F I — A F'I o aD _1_ Clo aD = O (71)
-8 I GD -8 I 6’D

Premultiplying this equation by the left eigenvector {FL , 6[} results in the second

term in the equation dropping out leaving only

l —(¤o^)' FaoFT ,6T = 0 72( aL L} _S, 1 8 ( )

or solving for q'„

, ¤¤FlLA'@¤ + @KS'F.„
Cl o = “—'_'—T"—’_' (73)

FaLA8D

Equation (73) contains derivatives of the aerodynamic matrix, A, and the flexibility

matrix, 8, which have so far been avoided. However, these terms may be simplified.

Using the definition of A, -

A'6 Ö ÖTT 6 F 74o —· öp ( Ö6 ) o ( )

To illustrate how A'6„ can be calculated without calculating A' consider a generic

case. Let f be a function of a vector X and let D be another vector. Let X, be a

particular choice for X, then

^r . [fix + GD) — f<X )]Ilm6
-> 0

= —(Lf(X +6D) (75)ds 0
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This is the definition of a directional derivative and provides for the calculation of the
I

product
€£(XD)

times D without having to calculate the individual components of

To calculate A’GD , the derivative of f, to a perturbation in G in the form of GD is

first obtained. Then the derivative of this response with respect to p is found

assuming that GD is fixed. The term S’F„D in equation (73) is treated in a similar

fashion.
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4.0 Numerical Optimization Procedure

The basic optimization algorithm is a sequence of unconstrained minimizations
T

A using Newton’s method with approximate derivatives for function minimizations. This

is accomplished by transforming the constrained minimization problem into an

unconstrained minimization through the use of an extended interior penalty function.

The optimizer used for the wing design is NEWSUMT-A (Ref. 11).

The general problem formulation is :

l\/linimize f(x,, x2, ..., x„„,,)
subject to gq(x,, xz, ..., x„„,,) 2 O, q = 1, 2, ...,n,„„q

and hq(x,, xz, ..., x„D„,) = O, q = 1, 2, ...,n,q

where f is the objective function as a function of the NDV design variables

[x,, x2, ..., x„,,,,] , gq and hq are the inequality and equality constraints respectively. A

move limit strategy is used giving rise to upper and lower bounds on the design

variables, i.e. xl $ x, $ x;‘, i= 1,2,...,NDV. An initial design point in the design space

is specified by giving numerical values for the initial design variable vector Ä, .

NEWSUl\/lT—A then modifies the design variables generating a sequence of vectors

such that either the objective function decreases or the degree of constraint
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satisfaction is improved. The sequence converges to 2, where the degree of

constraint violation is small and f(;<,) is at least a local minimum.

4.1 Forward-Swept Wing Design Optimization

The design problem for the forward~swept wing formulation is :

l\/linimize WG(p)
such that g,(p) 2 0 —

V.(p) 2 V.
and R,(¤„D>2R...

where WG is the gross weight of the aircraft and g, are constraints on structural

stresses, strains, and aeroelastic stability. V, and V, are the calculated volume of the

wing and the required fuel volume respectively. R, is the calculated range (see

Appendix) and is required to be greater than or equal to the range of the reference

aircraft, R,,,.

The gross weight of the aircraft is

WG = WG + WU; + W; (76)

in which W, is the aircraft standard empty weight, WU, is the usable fuel weight, and

W, is a payload weight. WG is calculated by

Ws = Was " (Waw ' Ww)·'I (77)
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WRS is the reference aircraft standard empty weight, WRW ls the reference aircraft wing

weight, and WW is the calculated wing weight. The structural weight savings factor,

rg , is introduced to account for additional weight savings such as in the tail and

engines due to reduced wing weight. For this design ry is chosen to be 2. Hence, for

saving one newton in the wing, an additional newton is saved in other structural

components.

The aerodynamic design variables consist ofthe six planform variables shown in

figure 1 and the twist distributions for both the inboard and outboard wing regions.

Two performance design variables are the cruise dynamic pressure and the usable

fuel weight. During the design optimization the cruise velocity is held constant
l

forcing changes in the dynamic pressure to correspond to changes in freestream

density. ln this regard the optimization indirectly produces an optimum cruise

altitude.

The structural design variables are the skin thicknesses, spar cap areas, and ply

orientation. The structure is designed to withstand a 2.5g pull-up maneuver with a

1.5 factor of safety. Maximum strain constraints are imposed on each composite

lamina and a maximum stress constraint is imposed on the spar caps. The

aeroelastic constraint is that the divergence speed is at least 1.2 times the maneuver

speed.

There are two performance constraints: (1) that the range of the aircraft is at least

that of the reference aircraft, and (2) that the wing volume be enough to carry the

necessary fuel during the flight. There are a total of 39 design variables and 307

constraints- Tables 2 and 3 present the complete lists of the design variables and

constraints respectively.
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Previous work has shown that for the integrated design problem a sequentiai

approximate optimization algorithm is superior to an optimization algorithm which is

linked directly to the analysis code (Ref. 12). ln this approach, the objective function

and constraints are evaluated by approximations based on nominal values and

derivatives at an initial point. The move limits keep the design bounded such that the

approximations remain valid. ln addition, since the range calculation is relatively

expensive, it is calculated based on a linear approximation of the drag. The

approximate optimization problem can be written as :

I\/linimize WG(p)
Nov ‘

Ö
such that gg -l- (pi — p?) 2 Oi 0Pil=‘l

Vslp) 2 Vr

Rg(p•D) 2 Rref
Nov

with D = DO
+

EE)-
(pi — p?)Öpi .

l=1

Figure 8 shows the linear drag approximation versus the exact drag for one

approximate optimization cycle. For clarity, the drag is written as

D = f4(p, oc, 9) (78)

Differentiating this equation yields the drag sensitivities used for the linear

approximation of the drag force,

gg = öf,i
+

öf,i (79)Öp Öp öoc öp Ö6 op

Ä
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4.2 Design Program

Figure 9 illustrates the overall wing design process. The process begins with an

initialization module which defines the design variables and parameters. Next the

geometry of the wing and the load set nodes are defined. The aerodynamic and

structural flexibility analyses are then independently performed yielding the A and S

matrices, and the R vector. Next the aeroelastlc/sensitivity analyses at both cruise

and maneuver flight conditions is performed giving the drag sensitivities at cruise

and the structural stress, strain and divergence sensitivities at maneuver. Finally, the .

optimization is run using the design analyses and sensitivities previously calculated.

lf the gross weight of the aircraft has converged the optimization is complete. lf not,

the process is repeated until convergence.

The flow chart for the aeroelastlc/sensitivity analysis for cruise is shown in figure

10. The aeroelastlc analysis yields Fa, oz , and 0 which are used to find f,, f, , and f,.

Derivatives of the f, with respect to the design variables are found by finite l

' differencing. The modular sensitivity analysis is performed giving F'„, oc', and G'. The

drag sensitivities are then found using equation (79).

Figure 11 shows the flow chart for the aeroelastlc/sensitivity analysis for the

maneuver flight condition. The aeroelastlc analysis is performed and the f', are found

in the same manner as the cruise analysis. The right and left eigenvectors and the

divergence dynamic pressure are then found. These are used to obtain S’F„„ and

. A’0,,. The modular sensitivity analysis then gives F'„, cx', and 0' . These quantities

are then used to find the structural stress and strain sensitivities used to guide the

optimization procedure.
F
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4.3 Discussion of Results

The initial and final designs of the transport wing are given in table 4. The initial

design is obtained by replacing the backward-swept of the reference aircraft with a

forward—swept wing. The final design was reached in 7 optimization cycles. The

weight convergence is plotted in figure 12. The initial gross weight of the aircraft of

4.391 x 105 N is reduced to 4.150 x 105 N, a savings of 5.5 percent. However, this

percentage misrepresents the relative weight savings in the wing since the wing

weight is only a small percentage of the total weight. The reduction in the gross

weight of 2.410 x 10* N is accounted for by the difference in structural weight
3

multiplied by the structural weight savings factor, 1;, plus the weight savings in usable

fuel. The initial structural wing weight of 2.779 x 10* N is reduced to 1.728 x 10* N for

a savings for 37.8 percent and the usable fuel weight is reduced from 2.190 x 10* N to

1.876 x 10* N. The range of the initial design exceeds that of the reference aircraft

by 17 percent while the range of the final design has been brought to within 1 percent

of the reference range. Again, the range constraint imposed is that the final design

should have the same range as the reference aircraft. The difference in range

between the initial design and the reference aircraft is due to the fact that the

transport is designed to fly at Mach 0.48 versus the design Mach number of 0.78 of

the reference aircraft. The 1 percent residual in the range at the final design is

evidence that the design is not yet fully converged and is probably due to the poor

initial design. Also, throughout the design optimization, restrictive move limits were

required, particularly in the later optimization cycles, in order to keep the drag

approximation accurate. This precipitated only slight reductions in the gross weight

at substantial computational expense. The 6 geometric planform design variables are
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all decreased from the initial design for a reduction in wing area of 23.8 percent.

These results should be viewed as preliminary to a more refined design to be

presented in a future paper.

II
I
I
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5.0 Concluding Remarks

This thesis concentrates on presenting an analysis method for use in an
l

integrated aerodynamic-structural wing design. The utilization of composite

materials requires the use of such integrated design techniques. These techniques

allow designers an avenue for effectively utilizing the natural responses ofthe system

to improve design performance and effectiveness or guard against unwanted

behavior.

Previous research has demonstrated the advantages of the integrated design

technique via production of designs superior to those obtained using the traditional

sequential method. Associated with refinement of the analysis methods is increased

computational expense. Since most systems are of appreciable size, reduction of

these expenses is vital to the practicality of the design method whether it be an

integrated or sequential technique. The use of perturbation methods and an

approximate optimization technique proved to be effective cost reduction techniques

for the sailplane design. However, the additional complexity associated with the l

analysis employed for the forward-swept wing transport required further cost E
reduction.cmciudang

Remarks ss i
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This research presented the application of a modular sensitivity approach and

the results of this method for the design optimization of a subsonic, forward—swept

wing transport. By treating the system in a "bIack box" fashion, this method provides

a certain degree of decoupling between the disciplines involved in the design

process. That is to say that each discipline can be viewed as an independent

subsystem of the integrated design problem. A direct result of this decoupling is an

efficient method for calculating the derlvatives used for obtaining the solution of the

system via Newton’s method and for guiding an optimization.

lt is to be understood that the emphasis in this work lies upon presenting the

method as an efficient computational technique and that the design results are

merely an indication of the soundness of the method and are not necessarily a
U

practical design. Continuing research will present the use of this technique with a

more detailed and lifelike design problem. This will include optimized airfoil shape,

transonic flight, and dynamic aeroelastlc constralnts will be considered. The airfoil

shape optimization, in addition to increasing the complexity of the optimization

procedure, requires a three—dimensional boundary layer solution for obtaining the

drag force since experimentally obtained drag polars will be unavailable. The

analysis for transonic flight requires non-linear computations over the entire flow

field. This analysis alone will require a minimum estimated order of magnitude

increase in CPU time over the vortex-Iattice method. Also, the addition of controls to

the existing integrated design optimization will be considered resulting in a coupling

of three disciplines. These additions warrant the investigation of more efficient

algorithms to further reduce the computational burden. l
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Appendix A. Range Calculation _

Neglecting the small effect of changes in elastic deformation due to change in the
L

weight over one optimization cycle the drag may be written as

D = qSwCo(Cl_) (1)

where CD is the drag coefficient of the wing. The coefficient of lift is

L W. C = l" = ——· 2L QSW QSW ( )

where W is the design weight of the aircraft. To find the optlmum dynamic pressure,

Cl„„ and hence optlmum altitude, equation (1) is differentiated with respect to q and

set equal to zero yieiding

dD dCD dCL —

Using equation (2), _
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dcl. W (4)
q Swq

Substituting this into equation (3) and solving for qm gives

— W dCDqm ’ swco dcC I5)

Substituting qm into equation (1) yields the drag at the optimum altitude and the

design weight corresponding to the half-fuel condition, Wo, to be

dCDDm = Wo}? = '<VV¤ (6) 1

The range is calculated based on this assumption that the drag is proportional to

the weight of the aircraft. The rate of change ofthe aircraft weight due to fuel burning

is

—(ä!I/C- = —c’T = —c'D„, = —c’i<W (7)

in which c' is the thrust specific fuel consumption and T is the thrust. lntegrating

equation (7) between the initial time t, and final time t, gives

In(&) — c’1<(t t) (8)WI f l

Since it is assumed that the aircraft is flying at constant cruise speed VC , the cruise

rangeis
I

VC W, VC WO W, (9)
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Hence the caicuiated range for the wing design is preportional to the design weight

and drag of the aircraft.
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Table 1. Reference Aircraft Design Specifications

Weight, (N):
WG 4.494 x 105
VVRS 2.852 x 105
WU. 2.738 x 10*
W,. 1.368 x 105
WRW 3.020 x 10*

Wing: _
Aspect Ratio 14
Area, mz 83.98
Span, m 34.29
Thickness, °/O 12
Sweep at c/4, deg. 15
Taper Ratio .25

Horizontal Tail Area, mz 11.71 _
Vertical Tail Area, mz 17.74

Average Cruise:
Mach No. .78
Lift Coeff. .672
Drag Coeff. .014
L/D (Lift to Drag Ratio) 20.7c’ (Specific Fuel Consumption) .430

Range, m: 2.34 x 105

I
I
I
I
I
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Table 2. Forward-Swept Wing Design Variables

8 Geometric Design Variables 1. Chord length at the root

2. Chord length at the break

3. Chord length at the tip

4. Distance to the break

5. Distance from break to tip

6. Sweep angle at the break

7. Twist angle at the break _

„ 8. Twist angle at the tip

2 Performance Design Variables 9. Dynamic pressure at cruise

10. Usable fuel weight

29 Structural Design Variables 11-34. Panel thicknesses

. 35-38. Spar cap areas

39. Ply orientation
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Table 3. Forward·Swept Wing Design Constraints

305 Structural Constraints 1-228. Maximum strain in composite skin

229-304. Maximum spar cap stresses

305. Divergence dynamic pressure

2 Performance Constraints 306. Range

307. Enough volume for fuel
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Table 4. Initial and Final Designs for Forward-Swept Transport Wing

Initial Design Final Design

Gross Weight (N) 4.391 x 10° 4.150 x 10‘

Wing Weight (N) 2.779 x 10* 1.728 x 10*

Usable Fuel Weight (N) 2.190 x 10* 1.876 x 10*

Range l\/iarginfrom Reference 17% 1%
Chord Lengths (m)Root 6.916 5.912Break 3.765 3.218

Tip 1.725 1.234 (Distance from
Root to Break (m) 5.754 4.918Distance from
Break to Tip (m) 12.250 10.443

Sweep AngIe(deg.) 26.1 18.8
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